ABSTRACT This paper studies the power control in a two-hop decode-and-forward relay system over fading channel. The relay node is an energy harvesting node and is equipped with a data buffer and a rechargeable battery with finite capacity. Under the condition that any prior and statistical knowledge about the harvested energy and channel fading is unknown, based on the Lyapunov optimization framework, an online power control strategy for the source node and the relay node is proposed to maximize the average transmission rate and minimize the average energy consumption of the source node. First, the optimization problem is decomposed into two sub-problems: minimizing the average energy consumption of the source node and maximizing the average transmission rate of the relay node. Then, we use the Lyapunov optimization framework to transform the minimization and maximization problems to the minimization of the upper bounds of two ''drift-plus-penalty''s and solve them. The solution of the optimization problem only relies on the current channel coefficient, the state of the data buffer, the energy level of the battery in the current time slot, and the average transmission rate of the past time slots. Only a few calculations are needed to get the optimal power of the source node and the relay node. Finally, simulation is done to verify the performance of the proposed algorithm. The simulation results show that the transmission rate difference between the proposed algorithm and the ideal offline water filling algorithm is small, which has full knowledge of energy and channels in advance and is without the constraints of the causality of energy and data, and the overflow of the battery and data buffer. The proposed algorithm is greatly superior to the online greedy algorithm and the semi-greedy algorithm.
decreasing expenditure. Decreasing expenditure mainly aims at reducing the energy consumption of communication networks. By designing effective transmission protocols and rationally allocating network resources, the power consumption of the network can be reduced. In order to increase income, more green energy sources are to be found as the energy suppliers for the energy-constrained nodes in the network, which can extend the life of the nodes and reduce the harm to the environment. Energy harvesting (EH) is a kind of power supply method that harvests energy from the environment and converts it into electricity that can be utilized by equipment. The energy sources mainly include solar energy, electromagnetic energy, thermal energy, and wind energy etc. [2] , [3] . In some wireless networks, such as wireless sensor networks, battery is usually used as the power source of the nodes. Due to the size limitation, the storage capacity of the battery is finite. When the node's battery power is exhausted, the battery needs to be recharged or replaced. Due to the large deployment scope and random deployment locations of sensors, the cost of recharging or replacing battery is high. In this case, the EH technology is proved to be an effective method to deal with the energy supply problem of the wireless nodes. Because of the instability of energy harvested from the environment and the finite battery storage capacity, the control over the use of energy and the transmission power in energy harvesting communication systems is more complicated and has a greater impact on the system performance than that in conventional energy supply systems [4] . Therefore, the design of online power control strategies for the energy harvesting relay system is still one of the hot topics of wireless communications.
A. CONTRIBUTIONS
This paper studies the energy scheduling problem in a three-node two-hop decode-and-forward (DF) relay system where the relay node has energy harvesting capability. There is no direct link between the source node and the destination node, and the information transmitted from the source node to the destination node needs to be forwarded by the relay node. All nodes in the system are configured with a single antenna and operate in the half-duplex mode. The relay node adopts DF protocol to forward information. The relay node is an EH node which harvests energy from the environment as its power supply. The energy harvesting model is a stochastic model, and only the energy arrival and the state of battery in current time slot (TS) are known, and the energy harvesting status in the future time slots (TSs) is not known, not even the statistical characteristic of energy harvesting. At the same time, the channels on both hops are random fading channel, and the statistical characteristics of the channels are also unknown. The relay node stores the harvested energy in a battery with finite storage capacity. The relay node is equipped with a finite-size data buffer to cache the decoded data received from the source node. Under the premise of keeping the battery state and the data queue stable, we design an online joint power control strategy for the source node and the relay node, aiming to maximize the long-term time-averaged data rate and minimize the long-term timeaveraged energy consumption of the source node. Due to the randomness of energy harvesting and channel fading, the optimization problem is a stochastic optimization problem. First, we decompose the joint optimization problem into two sub-problems that are solved at the source node and the relay node, respectively. Then, by using the Lyapunov optimization framework, the two optimization sub-problems are transformed into minimization of the upper bounds for two ''drift plus penalty''s and solved. The optimization does not require any statistical information of energy arrival and channel state, and only depends on the current and past state information of the system. In an EH amplify-and-forward (AF) relay system or DF relay system without data buffer at the relay node, the rate is commonly determined by the transmission power of the source node and the relay node, the channel status on the two hops and the energy level of the battery. However, in the DF relay system where relay is equipped with a data buffer, the relay can buffer the data waiting for forwarding, so in each TS, the source node can independently set the appropriate transmission power and transmission rate according to the channel state between the source and the relay, and the relay node can also flexibly set the power and rate of forwarding according to the battery state of the relay node and the channel state between the relay and the destination node. It is required that the long-term average rates on the two hops are equal, but not the instantaneous rates in each TS. So the constraints of the optimization in our system are less than those in the AF relay system and the DF relay system without the data buffer, and a better energy efficiency can be achieved. The nodes in the system model studied by this paper are equipped with single-antenna. The proposed online power control strategy can be easily extended to multi-antenna systems.
The contributions of this paper are summarized as follows:
• A data buffer is configured at the relay node to cache the data sent by the source node, and the rate of the two hops in each time slot can be set to different values. The consistency of the long-term average rate on the two hops is achieved by maintaining the stability of the data queue. In the optimization of process, the stability of data queue is guaranteed by controlling the transmission power of the source node, and the stability of power level of the battery is ensured by controlling the transmission power of the relay node. The joint optimization which maximizes the system rate and minimizes the power consumption of the source node is transformed into two independent sub-optimization problems to solve respectively at the source node and the relay node. The complexity of the optimization is reduced greatly.
• We use the Lyapunov optimization framework to convert the original two stochastic optimization sub-problems into the problems that optimize the long-term timeaveraged performance and only depend on the current system state. The closed solution of the online power control is obtained.
• We verify the performance of the proposed algorithm via simulation. The results demonstrate that the performance of the proposed algorithm is obviously superior to that of the greedy algorithm and the semi-greedy algorithm, and is only slightly inferior to that of the off-line water filling algorithm.
B. RELATED WORK
There have been some recent studies on energy scheduling in energy harvesting communication systems. Based on whether the transmitter knows the energy harvesting and channel state information in advance, existing power control algorithms can be divided into two categories: online control algorithm and off-line control algorithm. In online algorithms, energy scheduling is triggered by energy arrivals or channel state change, and the decision of the transmission power depends on the energy harvesting state and channel state in the past TSs and the current TS, or their statistical features. The basis of the off-line algorithms is that the transmitter has a good understanding of the energy harvesting and the channel fading, that is, the transmitter knows the state of energy harvesting and the channel state in advance. Off-line algorithms are the starting points of the research works on energy scheduling issues in communication systems with energy harvesting. Off-line algorithms generally have good performance and they are usually used as references to evaluate the performance of online algorithms [5] , [6] studies the off-line power control problem for point-to-point wireless communication systems, in which the source node harvests and stores the harvested energy in a battery with infinite storage capacity and uses the harvested energy to transmit information. The transmission power is controlled to minimize the transmission completion time. Two different scenarios are considered.
In the first scenario, the data packets to be transmitted have arrived at the source node before transmission; in the second scenario, data packets arrive at the source node during the transmission process and the detail of data arrival is known before transmission. A global optimal off-line scheduling strategy is proposed for the two scenarios. Finally, the properties of the optimal transmission strategy are analyzed. In [7] , an energy scheduling strategy for an energy harvesting system with an EH source node has been investigated when the source node is equipped with a finite capacity battery. It is assumed that the information about energy arrival and channel fading is known. Two problems related to each other are studied: one is the maximization of the system throughput within a limited period, and the other is the minimization of the transmission time for a given amount of data. [7] proposes a directed water filling algorithm to solve the first problem, then uses maximum departure curve function to transform the second problem to the first problem and solves it. Due to the causality constraint of energy harvesting, the energy currently consumed cannot exceed the amount of energy stored in the battery. In other words, the transmitter can use the energy harvested in the past and present, but cannot use the energy harvested in the future. Therefore, in the water filling algorithm, ''water'' can only flow directionally from left to right, thus its name directional water filling algorithm. [8] studies the off-line power control for a two-hop relay system with an EH source node and an EH relay node. The power of the source node and the relay node is optimized to maximize the data throughput when the relay node works in half-duplex mode and full-duplex mode respectively. The power scheduling problem of the transmitter of the point-to-point energy harvesting communication system is considered in [9] , where the transmitter and the receiver are energy harvesting nodes.
The energy harvested by the transmitter is used for transmitting information. The energy harvested by the receiver is used for decoding information. The energy consumption for decoding is modeled as an incremental convex function of the rate. Under the condition of satisfying energy causality at the transmitter and decoding causality at the receiver, the transmission power of the transmitter is optimized to maximize the system throughput. In practical systems, the amount of energy harvested, the arrival of the data and channel fading are random and cannot be known in advance. Therefore, off-line algorithms are not applicable in practical systems, and online algorithms are probably applicable but very challenging. In [10] , a joint relay selection and power control in a DF EH wireless relay network is considered. Each relay node is equipped with a data buffer and a rechargeable battery. The best relay is selected at first based on the statistical knowledge of energy arrivals and channel states, then the time scheduling and power control of the relay are optimized at each time slot to maximize the throughput according to the instantaneous states of channels, energy arrival and data queue. Formulating the online power control as a Markov Decision Process (MDP) and solving it through Dynamic Programming (DP) is a popular method. An online power control problem to maximize the average rate on fading channel is studied in [11] . On the basis of modeling the energy harvested and channel fading as first-order Markov processes, [11] has solved the optimal power allocation problem by using DP. In [12] , the throughput maximization problem for a point-to-point wireless communication system with an EH transmitting node is studied, where energy arrival and channel fading are modeled as Markov processes. An online optimization algorithm based on Q-learning to solve the optimization problem is proposed. It is proved that the performance of the proposed algorithm can achieve the optimal performance of online optimization algorithms if the learning time tends to be infinite. The MDP and DP-based solutions usually require knowledge of the statistical characteristics of energy harvesting and fading channels. When the state space about them is large, the convergence speed of the algorithms is very low. At the same time, the computational complexity of the DP numerical solution is high.
Lyapunov frame is an optimization method widely used in cybernetics. Decision is made according to the current state of the system. Prior knowledge about the system state is not required, and the computational complexity of optimization is low. A few works have studied the application of Lyapunov frame in EH communication systems. In [13] , the system model is a point-to-point transmission system, and the source node is an EH node which harvests energy from the environment and stores it in a battery with finite capacity. Min Dong et al. apply the Lyapunov optimization frame to solve the online power control problem, aiming at maximizing long-term time-averaged transmission rates under battery operation constraint. [13] also demonstrates that there is a performance gap between the proposed solution and the optimal solution, which is determined by the battery VOLUME 7, 2019 operation constraint and a weight factor in the optimization. On the basis of [13] , [14] further studies the online joint power control strategy at the source node and relay node in a two-hop AF relay system. The source node and the relay node are EH node. An online joint power control strategy at the source node and the relay node is proposed to maximize the long-term time-averaged rate over fading channels. The original optimization problem is transformed into an online optimization problem, the solution of which only relies on the current energy arrival amount, the battery state and channel state by using Lyapunov framework. The closed-form expressions of the transmission power at the source node and the relay node are given. In [15] , an energy scheduling scheme for a hybrid power supply multi-user wireless communication system is designed under the condition that the energy harvesting process, the data arrival process and the channel statistical distribution are unknown. Based on the Lyapunov optimization framework, a low-complexity dynamic energy allocation algorithm is proposed. Under a certain system performance requirement, the harvested energy is effectively utilized and the energy consumption from the traditional grid is minimized. [16] investigates the energy scheduling of the source node and the relay node in a time-switching simultaneous wireless information and power transfer (SWIPT) system, where the DF relay node harvests energy from the received radio frequency (RF) signal sent by the source node and is equipped with a battery and a data buffer. Under the premise of keeping data buffer and battery stable, an online buffer-energy adaptive (BEA) transmission scheme based on Lyapunov framework is given.
In wireless communication systems, as the transmission distance increases, the signal power decreases exponentially. Placing relays between the transmitter and the receiver to forward signals is an effective way to improve signal quality, extend transmission distance, and reduce energy consumption. When there is a large-size obstacle between the transmitter and the receiver, the received signals will suffer from severe shadow fading if the receiver is in the shadow. In this case, placing a relay between the transmitter and the receiver can eliminate shadow fading and effectively improve the quality of the received signal. Cover and Gamal have studied the channel capacity of the relay communication system composed of a source node, a relay node and a destination node, and indicated that the capacity of the relay channel is superior to that of the direct channel from the source node to the destination node in most cases [17] . Some kinds of relay protocol are introduced in [18] , including fixed relay protocol, selective relay protocol, and incremental relay protocol, etc. Fixed relay protocol is more commonly used, which includes AF protocol and DF protocol. The AF relay node simply amplifies and forwards the received signal. The DF relay first decodes the received signal and then re-encodes and forwards it to the destination node. The location of the relay has a great impact on the performance of the relay system. Relay nodes may need to be placed in a location where conventional power supply is unavailable and the replacement or re-charging of the battery is difficult and costly. In this case, harvesting energy from the environment and converting it into electric power by relay nodes themselves is an effective way to maintain their power supply [19] .
C. ORGANIZATION
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. The system model is provided in Section II. The online power control algorithms of the resource node and the relay node are proposed in Section III and IV respectively. Performance analysis is presented in Section V. Section VI gives the simulation results and analyzes them. Section VII concludes the paper.
II. SYSTEM MODEL AND OPTIMIZATION ANALYSIS
We consider a half-duplex two-hop DF relay network as shown in Fig. 1 . Each node is equipped with an antenna. The source node S and the destination node D are powered by the grid. Due to geographical limitation, the relay node R is powered by the energy harvested from the environment. The harvested energy is converted into electricity and stored in a battery with finite storage capacity. A finite-size data buffer is equipped at the relay node. A TS is divided into two phases. In the first phase, which is the first hop, the source node transmits information to the relay node, and the relay node decodes the received signal and stores the decoded data in the data buffer. In the second phase, which is the second hop, the relay re-encodes the buffered data and forwards them to the destination node. It is assumed that the channel coefficients remain unchanged in a TS, and randomly change over TSs. The duration of each hop is a half of the duration of a TS, which is denoted as T s . In phase 1, the source node sends information, and the received signal at the relay node can be written as
where P S (t) is the transmission power of the source node satisfying 0 ≤ P S (t) ≤ P Smax , h (t) is the channel coefficient on the first hop, x (t) is the signal with unit power transmitted by the source node, and n R (t) is the noise at the relay node, and n R (t) ∼ CN 0, σ 2 R , where CN (0, σ 2 R ) represents Gaussian distribution with 0 mean and variance
be the normalized channel gain for the first hop. The transmission rate of the first hop is
where the coefficient 1 2 means that a half of the channel is used in the half-duplex relay transmission.
The relay forwards the signals according to the DF protocol. Denote the forwarded signal as x R (t), satisfying E |x R (t)| 2 = 1. The signal received at the destination node is
where P R (t) is the forwarding power of the relay node satis-
is the channel coefficient on the second hop, n D (t) is the noise at the destination node, and
be the normalized channel gain for the second hop. The transmission rate of the second hop is given by
Denote the amount of energy harvested and stored in the battery by the relay node in TS t as E s (t), which satisfies E s (t) ≤ E cmax , where E cmax is the maximum allowable charging amount per TS of the battery. According to the characteristic of rechargeable batteries, the maximum charging rate is not more than the maximum discharging rate, so T s 2 P Rmax ≥ E cmax . E b (t) denotes the energy level of the battery at the beginning of TS t, which satisfies 0 ≤ E b (t) ≤ E max , where E max is the storage capacity of the battery. The change of E b (t) from one TS to the next TS is
The using of harvested energy should satisfy energy causality, that is, the energy harvested in the current TS can only be used in the subsequent TSs. The relay power per TS should satisfy
, that is, the energy consumed in a TS cannot exceed the energy stored in the battery at the beginning of the TS. Let Q (t) denote the length of the data queuing in the buffer at the relay node. The data queue is determined by the amount of data flowing in and out. The change of the data queue over a TS is (6) where (a) + = max(a, 0), Q max is the capacity of the data buffer, that is, the maximum value of the data queue length.
The objective of the optimization is to control the transmission power of the source node and the relay node to minimize the long-term time-averaged energy consumption of the source node and maximize the long-term time-averaged transmission rate under the stability constraints of the battery storage level and the data queue at the relay node, that is, maximize the energy efficiency of the system. Define the system state s 1 
At the beginning of each TS, the source node and the relay node observe the system state and determine their transmission power.
Compared with AF relay systems and DF systems without data buffer, a data buffer is configured at the DF relay node in the paper to buffer the data for forwarding, which makes it possible to set the transmission rate of two hops to two different values in each TS, that is, transmission power of the source node and the relay node can be optimized separately. In the optimization of the power of the source node, it is required to keep the long-term stability of the data queue by controlling the power of the source node. If the data queue is stable in the long-term, the long-term time averaged rate on the first hop is equal to the average rate on the second hop. Because of the existence of this buffer, the source node can choose its transmission rate according to the channel status in the first hop and data buffer status in each TS, not need to consider the rate on the second hop. Besides, the power control of the source node is constrained by the limitation that the data amount sent in a TS should not larger than the free space of the buffer in the current TS. For the relay node, the power efficiency is optimized under the requirement to keep the battery stable. The choice of the instantaneous rate on the second hop is constrained by the amount of the buffed data, not by the rate on the first hop. The limitation is that the data amount forwarded in a TS should not larger than the amount of the data buffered in the buffer in the TS, that is data causality. So the transmission rate of two hops can be set to two different values in each time slot, that is, the transmission power of the source node and the relay node can be optimized separately. Therefore, the joint optimization problem is divided into two sub-problems which are independent of each other, and they each only need to optimize one object.
(1) The stability of the data queue is guaranteed by controlling the inflow rate R 1 (t), that is, the transmission power of the source node. At the beginning of each TS, the source node determines the transmission power according to the current system state s 1 (t) aiming at minimizing its average energy consumption under the stability constraint of the data queue.
(2) The stability of the battery is guaranteed by controlling the transmission power of the relay node. At the beginning of each TS, the relay node determines its forwarding power according to the current system state s 2 (t) aiming at maximizing the average rate R 2 (t) under the stability constraint of battery storage level.
Because the rates of the two hops can be chosen independently according to their respective channel state, a better performance can be achieved. However, because the data needs to be cached in the buffer, delay performance loss is unavoidable. As the capacity of the data buffer increases, the performance of the rate and power consumption can be improved, but the transmission delay will increase.
The two optimization sub-problems are expressed respectively as follows:
P2 : min
In P1, C11 represents the constraint of the maximum transmission power at the source node; C12 indicates that the data queue should be in a stable state in the long run, that is, the average inflow data rate should be equal to the average outflow data rate. In P2, C21 represents the constraint of the maximum forwarding power of the relay node; C22 is the constraint of energy causality, that is, the energy consumed in the current TS should not be larger than the energy stored in the battery; C23 is the constraint of data causality, that is, the amount of data transmitted in current TS by the relay should not be greater than that in the buffer; C24 indicates that the battery state should keep stable in the long run, that is, the consumed energy should be equal to the harvested energy. If channel state and energy harvesting during the transmission period are fully known in advance, the optimal offline power control problem can be solved by using Karush-KuhnTucker (KKT) conditions. If statistical characteristics about the energy harvesting process and channel fading process are known, the power control can be modeled as an MDP, and the optimal online power control problem can be solved by using DP. In a practical system, it is impossible to know the channel state and energy harvesting in advance, and it is also difficult to obtain statistical knowledge of the channel fading and the energy arrival. Therefore, the offline solution is actually not practical, and the online MDP solution is not easy to be implemented. The Lyapunov optimization framework makes decisions according to the current state of the system under the premise of the stability of queue, and no prior knowledge is needed. The Lyapunov optimization framework is suitable for the solution of the optimization problem here. In the Lyapunov framework, constraints are converted into virtual queues, and the constraints are satisfied by keeping the virtual queues stable. When applying the Lyapunov framework to solve an optimization problem, first a Lyapunov function of the queues in the network is established, and then the drift of the Lyapunov function is formulated. The stability of queue is realized by minimizing the drift. We also construct a penalty, and the original optimization is replaced by the minimization of the penalty.
III. MINIMIZATION OF AVERAGE ENERGY CONSUMPTION AT THE SOURCE NODE
First, we define a virtual queueQ(t) = Q(t) − A 1 , which is an offset version of the data queue at the relay node, where A 1 is a constant. In the Lyapunov optimization framework, the minimization of the queue backlog is one of the optimization targets. If the data queue Q (t) is replaced byQ(t) in the optimization, the queue will be stabilized around A 1 . The choice of A 1 is made by taking account of the performance of both hops. The smaller A 1 is, the larger the free space of the data buffer is, so that the source node can select a higher rate according to the channel condition on the first hop, which is beneficial for the efficient use of energy at the source node. Conversely, on the second hop, the larger A 1 is, the more data there in the buffer for forwarding is, so that the relay node can select a higher rate according to the channel condition on the second hop, which is beneficial for the efficient use of the harvested energy at the relay node. However, these two requirements are contradictory to each other. At the source node, we define the Lyapunov function by
L 1 (t) reflects the degree to which the data queue Q (t) deviates from A 1 , that is, the matching degree between the average rate of the first hop and that of the second hop. When the matching degree is high, L 1 (t) is small. Definition 1: The source node Lyapunov drift is defined as
whereR 2 (t) is the time-averaged rate from the first TS of the transmission to TS t, E [.] is the math expectation taken with respect to system state variables. Here, the queue difference of two adjacent time slots divided byR 2 (t) represents the fluctuation of delay actually. It is easy to understand that when the fluctuation of the data queue is consistent, the higher is the transmission rate, the better is the queue stability.
is more accurate to describe the stability of the data queue than L 1 (t + 1) − L 1 (t). Using the Lyapunov optimization frame, the original optimization problem P1 can be converted into the minimization ''drift-plus-penalty'' in each TS. Here, the penalty is the optimization objective P S (t).
Definition 2: The source node Lyapunov ''drift-pluspenalty'' is defined as
where V 1 > 0 is the weight between the drift and the penalty. If V 1 is larger, it means that the optimization focuses more on the minimization of energy consumption. Otherwise, it indicates that the stability of the data queue is more important. Since (11) contains 1 (t), it is difficult to be solved. Therefore, we minimize the upper bound of (11).
Theorem 1:
The upper bound of the source node Lyapunov ''drift plus penalty'' exists [20] :
where
). R 1max is the maximum of R 1 (t), which is achieved when P S (t) = P Smax and γ 1 (t) = γ max , where γ max is the maximum of the normalized channel gain. Similarly, R 2max is the maximum of R 2 (t), which is achieved when P R (t) = P Rmax and γ 2 (t) = γ max .
Proof: See Appendix A. We obtain the upper bound of the Lyapunov ''drift plus penalty''. Optimization problem P1 is transformed into the minimization of the upper bound of ''drift plus penalty'':
At each TS, the channel state and the data queue are known, so the expectation in (13) can be removed.R 2 (t) and B 1 are definite positive numbers. In addition, R 2 (t) is determined by the relay node and is also a number. So the items which do not include R 1 (t) and P S (t) can be removed from (13) . P1a can be changed into P1b : min
Since the constraint 0 ≤ P S (t) ≤ P Smax , P * S (t) may not be the optimal solution of P1b. Let P opt S (t) denote the optimal solution of P1b. We give an analysis based on the value ofQ(t).
(1)Q(t) > 0. In this case, P * S (t) < 0. Because the power cannot be a negative value, P * S (t) is not the optimal solution. Due toQ(t) > 0, so J 1 (P S (t)) > 0, which means J 1 (P S (t)) is an monotonically increasing function. J 1 (P S (t)) is minimum when P S (t) = 0. Therefore, the optimal power value of the source node is P opt S (t) = 0.Q(t) > 0 indicates that Q(t) is larger than A 1 . In this case, the source node should not send data to the relay for the sake of the stability of the data queue.
(2)Q(t) < 0. In this case, J 1 (P S (t)) = −γ 2 1 (t)Q(t)T s 2R 2 (t)(1+P S (t)γ 1 (t)) 2 > 0, so J 1 (P S (t)) is a convex function. So J (P S (t)) is minimum when P S (t) = P * S (t). We also need to check whether P * S (t) is an allowed power value. If 0 ≤ P * S (t) ≤ P Smax , P opt S (t) = P * S (t). Otherwise, if P * S (t) < 0, P opt S (t) = 0; if P * S (t) > P Smax , P opt S (t) = P Smax . The optimal power value can be expressed as P opt S (t) = min (P * S (t)) + , P Smax , where the definition of (.) + is the same as that in Eq.(6).Q(t) < 0 indicates that Q(t) is smaller than A 1 , the source node should send data to the relay. The smallerQ(t) is, the larger its absolute value is (Q(t) is a negative now), and the less data in the buffer is, the higher the data transmission rate should be. A higher rate requires a larger transmission power, and −Q (t)T s 2V 1R2 (t) in (15) makes the transmission power of the source node proportional to the absolute value ofQ(t). On the other hand, − 1 γ 1 (t) in (15) is determined by the channel quality on the first hop. The larger γ 1 (t) is, which means the better the channel quality is, the higher the transmission power is. This is consistent with the water filling algorithm.
In addition, since the data buffer has a maximum capacity limit, the amount of data sent by the source node in TS t should not exceed the free space of the data buffer.
, and the corresponding transmission power is the optimal solution:
The solution of P1 is summarized in (17) , as shown at the top of the next page. The source node power control algorithm for the source node is summarized in Sub-algorithm 1.
Sub-Algorithm 1. Minimizing the Average Energy Consumption of the Source Node
Initialize: set the initial value of Q (t), V 1 , A 1 , γ max In the time slot t 1. Observe the status of the system s 1 (t) 2. Get the solution of P1 according to (17) 3. Update the data queue according to (6) 
IV. MAXIMIZATION OF THE AVERAGE TRANSMISSION AT THE RELAY NODE
Similarly, we solve optimization P2 by using Lyapunov optimization frame. Constraint C23 in P2 is removed and is dealt with later in the section. We construct a virtual queueẼ b (t) = E b (t) − A 2 , where A 2 is a constant. By minimizing the drift of the virtual queue, the state of battery will be stabilized around A 2 . The setting of A 2 should consider both the performances of energy harvesting and usage efficiency. According to the water filling algorithm, the better the quality of the channel on the second hop is, the higher the transmission power of the relay nodes should be. The energy stored in the battery in each TS is more than enough, and the harvested energy will be used efficiently. So from the perspective of energy usage VOLUME 7, 2019
efficiency, A 2 should be set to a larger value. On the other hand, the larger the remaining storage capacity of the battery is, the smaller the probability of harvested energy overflow is. The overflow causes some harvested energy to be discarded. So from the perspective of energy harvesting, A 2 should be set to a smaller value. Because the stability of the data queue is ensured by controlling the power of the source node, the optimization of the forwarding power of the relay node does not need to concern the stability of the data queue, and only need to avoid the underflow of the data buffer (i.e. C23 in P2). Define the square ofẼ b (t) as the Lyapunov function at the relay node:
L 2 (t) reflects the matching degree between the harvesting and the consumption of energy.
Definition 3:
The relay node Lyapunov drift is defined as
where E [.] is math expectation taken with respect to the system state variable. Using the Lyapunov optimization frame, the original optimization problem P2 can be converted into the minimization of ''drift-plus-penalty'' in each TS. Here, the penalty is the optimization objective, that is, the negative of R 2 (t).
Definition 4:
The relay node Lyapunov ''drift plus penalty'' is defined as
where V 2 > 0 is the weight between the drift and the penalty. The optimization problem P2 is converted into the minimization of ''drift plus penalty'':
Similar to the solution of the optimization of the transmission power at the source node, we minimize the upper bound of ''drift-plus-penalty'' (22) to solve P2a.
Theorem 2: The relay node Lyapunov ''drift plus penalty'' has the following upper bound
Since the channel state, the energy level of the battery and the energy arrival in current TS are known, E [.] in Eq. (22) can be removed. We have the following equivalent per TS optimization problem:
We discuss the solution of the optimal power of the relay node according to the value ofẼ b (t). Let P opt R (t) denote the optimal solution of P2b.
(1)Ẽ b (t) > 0. In this case, P * R (t) < 0, and J 2 (P R (t)) < 0, which means that J 2 (P R (t)) is a monotonically decreasing function of P R (t). Therefore, when the relay transmission power is the maximum value, J 2 (P R (t)) is minimum. So P opt R (t) = P Rmax .Ẽ b (t) ≥ 0 means that the energy stored in the battery is sufficient, so the relay node should use the maximum power to forward the data.
(2)Ẽ b (t) < 0. In this case,
2(1+P R (t)γ 2 (t)) 2 > 0, and J 2 (P R (t)) is a convex function. J 2 (P R (t)) is minimum when P R (t) = P * R (t). But we also need to check whether P * R (t) is an allowed power value.
The optimal power value can be expressed as P opt R (t) = min (P * R (t)) + , P Rmax .Ẽ b (t) < 0 means that the amount of power stored in the battery is not very high and the relay node should set the transmission power according to the channel quality and the energy stored in the battery. The smaller the valueẼ b (t) is, the larger the absolute value is, indicating less battery power is, that is, − V 2 T sẼb (t) in (24) is smaller. On the other hand, − 1 γ 2 (t) in (24) is determined by the channel quality on the second hop. The larger γ 2 (t) is, which means the better the channel quality is, the larger the forwarding power is. This is consistent with the idea of the water filling algorithm.
In addition, due to energy causality constraint, the amount of energy currently used cannot exceed the current available energy in the battery. When P
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So the solution of P2b can be expressed in (25), as shown at the top of this page.
(25) may not satisfy the constraint C23 of P2, because the constraint C23 is removed in P2a. If satisfied, the solution of the optimization problem P2 is (25). Otherwise, the amount of data forwarded in the current TS is larger than the amount of data stored in the buffer. In this case, the forwarding power should be the solution of
By summarizing (25) and (26), the solution of P2 can be expressed in (27), as shown at the top of this page. The relay node power control algorithm for maximizing transmission rate is summarized in Sub-algorithm 2.
Sub-Algorithm 2. Maximizing the Average Transmission Rate of the Relay Node
Initialize: set the initial value of E b (t),V 2 , A 2 ,γ max In the time slot t 1. Observe the status of the system s 2 (t) 2. Get the solution of P2 according to (27) 3. Update the data queue according to (5) V. PERFORMANCE EVALUATION Theorem 3: For any
1 (ε),P S andR 2 denote the optimal solutions of P1 and P2. The proposed algorithm has following properties:
(1) The average system transmission is bounded by
where lim
represents the time-averaged length of the data queue.
(2) The average source node power consumption is bounded by
Proof : See the Appendix C.
VI. SIMULATION RESULTS
In the simulation, we set the duration of a hop to 1 sec, so T s = 2 sec. We assume that the energy harvesting process follows the compound Poisson process with a uniform distribution. The energy arrival rate is λ = 0.5 unit/slot, and the amount of energy per unit is uniformly distributed between [0, 0.3] J. The maximum charging amount of the battery in a TS is E cmax = 0.3 J. The maximum transmission power is P Rmax = P Smax = 0.5 W. The channels on both hops are Rayleigh fading channel, h (t) and g (t) are independent complex Gaussian random variables with zero mean and the mean normalized channel gain E [γ 1 (t)] = E [γ 2 (t)] = 5 dB. The maximum channel gain is γ max = 11.6 dB, and the probability that the normalized channel gain exceeds γ max is 0.01, which can be ignored. Unless specifically specified, the default values in the simulation are listed as follows: the battery storage capacity E max = 20 J, the maximum value of the data queue Q max = 10 bit, the two offsets A 1 = Q max 2 and A 2 = E max 2 , the two weights V 1 = 20, V 2 = 3, the initial energy level of the battery E b (0) = 20 J, the initial value of data queue Q (0) = 5 bit.
In order to evaluate the performance of the proposed algorithm, we compare it with other two online algorithmsgreedy algorithm and semi-greedy algorithm, and an off-line water filling algorithm. The two online algorithms also rely only on the current energy level of the battery. The off-line algorithm needs the knowledge of the channel state and the energy harvesting during the entire transmission period. The three algorithms are described in detail as follows.
(1) Greedy algorithm. The forwarding power of the relay node is set to the maximum possible value according to the current energy level of the battery to maximize the transmission rate. The energy stored in the battery is exhausted in a TS. Due to the constraint of maximum power, the power of the relay is P R (t) = min {P Rmax , 2E b (t) /T s }.
(2) Semi-greedy algorithm. The forwarding power of the relay node is set to half of the maximum possible value according to the current energy level of the battery, that is, half of the energy stored in the battery power is used for information transmission in current TS, and half of the energy is reserved. By the constraint of maximum power, the power of the relay is P R (t) = min {P Rmax , E b (t) /T s }.
(3) Off-line water filling algorithm. The channel state and energy harvesting during the whole transmission period are known before the transmission starts. The average transmission power of the relay node is calculated according to the total amount of the harvested energy during the transmission period (all the harvested energy is used up). Under this average power constraint, the transmission power of the relay node per TS is calculated according to the channel state in that TS aiming at maximizing the average rate. The algorithm does not consider the causality of data and energy in the simulation, nor does it consider the battery storage overflow and data buffer overflow. This off-line algorithm is an ideal algorithm and cannot be realized in practice. However, the performance of the algorithm is optimal and is used to evaluate the performance of the algorithm proposed in the paper.
The transmission power of the source node of the three reference algorithms is set to P S (t) = min{P Smax , (2
2(Qmax−Q(t))
Ts − 1)/γ 1 (t)}, that is, transmission power is set to the maximum value or the value corresponding to the rate at which the data transmitted in the current TS fill the data buffer.
The performance comparisons of the proposed algorithm with other three reference algorithms are shown in Fig. 2 and Fig. 3 . In the simulation, the initial energy level of the battery E b (0) are E max and 0 respectively. Fig. 2 are the simulation results of the transmission rate on the second hop and Fig. 3 are the results of the transmission power of the source node. The results shown in these figures are time-averaged values from the start of the simulation to the current TS. In the greedy algorithm, the transmission power of the relay node in a TS is completely determined by the energy harvested in the previous slot, and the energy currently stored in the battery is exhausted. The energy allocation is not related to the channel state. Its performance is the worst. The semi-greedy algorithm uses half of the energy stored in the battery in the current TS, and the other half of the energy is reserved for future TSs, without any change according to the current channel quality, so that its performance is only slightly better than the greedy algorithm. The off-line water filling algorithm has the full knowledge about the energy harvesting and channel state in advance, and optimizes the power control of the relay node in the whole transmission period according to the channel state without the constraints of the causality of data and energy, so its average transmission rate is the highest. The proposed algorithm optimizes the transmission power according to the channel state and the energy harvesting, so its transmission rate is obviously higher than those of the other two online algorithms and only slightly lower than that of the water filling algorithm. Moreover, as can be seen from Fig. 2(a) and Fig. 2(b) , although the initial energy level of the battery is different, the average rates are converged to the same value, indicating that the convergence of the algorithm is not affected by the initial state of the battery. Fig. 3 shows the simulation results of the transmission power of the source node. It can be seen that the source node of the off-line water filling algorithm consumes the most power, followed by the semi-greedy algorithm and the greedy algorithm, and the power consumption of the source node of the proposed algorithm is the lowest. The three comparison algorithms have not optimized the transmission power of the source node, and simply choose between the maximum power and the power corresponding to the rate at which the relay data buffer is filled. However, the decision of the transmission power of the source node in the proposed algorithm is made on the basis of the channel condition and the data queue for the sake of data queue's stability and energy efficiency. So the average power consumption of the source node of the proposed algorithm is significantly lower than those of the other three algorithms. Among the three comparison algorithms, the water filling algorithm can achieve the maximum system rate, the semigreedy algorithm comes the second, the greedy algorithm is the lowest, and the average transmission power of the source node is matched with the transmission rate. Therefore, the source node of the water filling algorithm has the highest average transmission power and the greedy algorithm has the lowest.
The simulation results in Fig. 4 show that the average data queue and average energy level of the battery of the proposed algorithm are stable around a certain value after a short period of time from the beginning. It can be seen that the initial energy level of the battery does not influence the convergence of the energy level of the battery and the data queue. Fig. 5 shows the average rates on the first hop and the second hop. It can be seen that, except for a slight difference at the beginning, the average transmission rates on the two hops are the same, which means that the average inflow of the data buffer is equal to the average outflow and the data queue is stable. In addition, the rate on the second hop is higher at the beginning. The reason is that the initial amount of data in the buffer is Q (0) = Q max 2 and the battery is fully charged in the beginning of the simulation, which means that there is enough energy and sufficient buffered data for transmission. Therefore, the relay node selects the maximum power to forward the data and the forwarding rate is high in the beginning of simulation. Correspondingly, the transmission rate on the first hop is also high. Thereafter, as the energy stored in the battery is consumed (refer to the variation of the energy level of the battery in Fig. 4(a) ), the relay forwarding rate gradually decreases, and the average transmission rate on the first hop and the second hop tends to be stable. Since the average transmission rates of the two hops are the same after stabilization, we directly take the relay transmission rate as the system transmission rate. Fig. 6 shows the simulation results of the average harvested energy and the energy consumed by the relay node from the start of the simulation to the current TS. It can be seen that the average energy consumed at the beginning is large, because the initial energy level of the battery is set to E max . As time goes on, the average amount of energy consumed gradually converges to the average amount of harvested energy. Finally, they become the same, indicating that all harvested energy is used to forward information, and the energy state is stable. Fig.7 shows the relationship between the average transmission rate and the energy arrival rate λ of the proposed algorithm and other three algorithms. The results are the average value over 6000 TSs. It can be seen clearly that as λ increases, the average system transmission rate also increases. Since the average harvested energy increases, the forwarding power of the relay node increases, and the system transmission rate is promoted. It can also be seen the greater the energy arrival rate is, the greater the performance advantage of the off-line water filling algorithm is over proposed algorithm and other two online algorithms. The off-line water filling algorithm has the full knowledge of the channel state and energy harvesting in advance, and controls the power of the relay node according to the channel state without the constraints of the battery storage capacity, data buffer size, and the causality of energy and data. So the transmission rate of water filling algorithm can keep a higher growth rate. Due to the constraints of the storage capacity of the battery, data buffer size, and the causality of energy and data, the increase of the transmission rate of the proposed algorithm gradually slows down. The higher the energy arrival rate is, the higher the probability of the overflow of battery and underflow of the data buffer is, which has a great impact on the transmission rate. Fig. 8 and Fig. 9 show the simulation results of the system performance when weight V 1 and weight V 2 are set to different values. The fluctuation of the data queue is defined as the standard deviation of the data length in the buffer over 6000 TSs, that is,
Similarly, the battery fluctuation is defined as the standard deviation of the energy level of the battery over 6000 TSs, that is,
It can be seen from Fig. 8 that the average power of the source node decreases as V 1 increases, while the fluctuation of the data queue increases. Similarly, Fig. 9 shows that the average transmission rate of the relay node increases and eventually stabilizes as V 2 increases while the fluctuation of the energy level of the battery also increases. The simulation results meet the target of the optimization: the larger is the V 1 (or V 2 ), the more attention is paid to the optimization of the performance; otherwise, the more attention is paid to the stability of the queue. Fig . 10 shows the relationship between the average transmission rate and the storage capacity of battery E max . It can be seen that the performance of the proposed algorithm increases quickly with the increase of the capacity, and finally converges. The power of the relay node of the proposed algorithm is limited by the battery overflow, and the influence of the overflow on the performance is mitigated gradually as the storage capacity of the battery increases, so the performance is improved. When the capacity is large enough, the transmission power and transmission rate are bounded by the energy arrival rate (that is, the amount of the harvested energy), so the transmission rate no longer increases with the increase of the storage capacity of the battery. It is assumed that the storage capacity of the battery in the off-line water filling algorithm is infinite, so the change of E max has no influence on its performance. The performances of the greedy algorithm and the semi-greedy algorithm increase only slightly with the increase of the capacity. The reason is that the whole or half of the energy stored in the battery is consumed per TS, the probability of the overflow of the battery is very low even if E max is not large, so the increase of E max does not lead obviously to the increase of the average transmission power. The performance of the proposed algorithm is always better than that of the greedy algorithm, and worse than that of the semi-greedy algorithm only when E max is very small. Fig. 11 shows the relationship between the average transmission rate and the data buffer size Q max . We can find that the transmission rate of the proposed algorithm increases with the increase of the data buffer size when it is small, and finally converges. The increase of the buffer size means the increase of the amount of data buffered in the buffer, so that the relay node can select a higher transmission rate when the channel quality on the second hop is good, and the harvested energy can be used more efficiently. As a result, the average transmission rate increases. The transmission rate is also limited by the energy arrival rate per TS, that is, the average harvested energy, so the transmission rate does not continue to increase when the data buffer size is large enough. The performances of the greedy algorithm and the semi-greedy algorithm have a similar trend as the proposed algorithm but the proposed algorithm has a better performance, and the advantage is large when Q max is large enough. Since the data buffer size is infinite in the off-line water filling algorithm, its performance is independent of Q max . We can conclude that the capacity of the battery and the size of data buffer have a significant impact on the performance, but it is no need to configure the battery with too large capacity or the buffer with too large size.
VII. CONCLUSION
This paper studies the energy control strategy in a two-hop DF relay system where the relay node is an EH node. The energy harvested by the relay node is stored in a rechargeable battery with finite storage capacity. A finite-size data buffer is configured at the relay node to buffer the data for forwarding. An online power control algorithm for the source node and the relay node is proposed to minimize the average energy consumption of the source node and maximize the average transmission rate of the relay node based on the Lyapunov optimization framework, which only needs the knowledge of the energy arrival and channel fading state in the current TS. The transmission power of the source node is controlled to minimize the long-term time-averaged power consumption under the condition of keeping the data queue stable; the forwarding power of the relay node is chosen aiming at the maximization of the long-term time-averaged rate while maintaining the stability of the energy level of the battery. Simulation results demonstrate that a good compromise among the data queue fluctuation, the energy level of the battery power fluctuation, and the energy efficiency is achieved by setting appropriate parameter V 1 and V 2 . The proposed algorithm can be easily extended to multi-antenna systems or multi-relay systems. In the future research work, a more accurate operation model of the battery, the energy consumption of the circuits for the signal and information processing, and the efficiency and nonlinearity of RF amplifiers can be further considered. In practical systems, these factors have significant effects on the optimization of power control and system performance. Proof: We assume that the channel gain is bounded, that is, γ 1 (t) ≤ γ max , γ 2 (t) ≤ γ max . If γ 1 (t) > γ max or γ 2 (t) > γ max , we let γ 1 (t) = γ max or γ 2 (t) = γ max . In theory, the channel gain is a random process, and its range is infinite. But if γ max is properly set, the probability is extremely small that the normalized channel gain value is greater than γ max and can be ignored. At the same time, the transmission power at the source node and the relay node has a maximum limitation, so there are maximum values for the transmission rates R 1max and R 2max . Now we deduce the upper bound of (11), as shown at the top of the next page.
Because ((Q(t) − T s R 2 (t)) + ) 2 ≤ (Q(t) − T s R 2 (t)) 2 and (Q (t) − T s R 2 (t)) + ≤ Q (t), 2A 1 (Q(t) − T s R 2 (t)) + is not negative, so 
Taking expectation in the above inequality, we can get Theorem 2.
APPENDIX C
Proof of Theorem 3.
Proof: There exists a stationary randomized scheme independent of buffer state and battery state, which satisfies E P S (t) |Q (t) = E P S (t) = 1 (ε) (35) E R 2 (t) |Ẽ b (t) = E R 2 (t) = 2 (ε) (36)
E R 1 (t)−R 2 (t) |Q (t) = E R 1 (t)−R 2 (t) = 0 (38)
where ε ≥ 0, 1 (ε) ≥P S , 2 (ε) ≤R 2 . When T → ∞, there are 1 (ε) →P S and 2 (ε) →R 2 .P S andR 2 denote the optimal solutions of P1 and P2.
Following the method in [20] , we have the following inequality:
Plugging (35) and (38) into (39), we get 1 (t) + V 1 E P S (t) |Q (t)
Substituting the expression of 1 (t) and summing the above over t ∈ {0, 1, 2, . . . , T − 1} and using the law of telescoping sums yields:
Dividing both sides of the above inequality with V 1 T and taking the limit of T → ∞, we obtain the lower bound of the average energy consumption at the source node
Similarly, similar procedure is performed at the relay node. 
Plugging (36) and (37) into (43), we get
Substituting the expression of 2 (t) and summing the above over t ∈ {0, 1, 2, . . . , T − 1} and using the law of telescoping sums yields:
Dividing (45) with V 2 T and taking the limit of T → ∞, we can derive the upper bound of the average system rate
